HOW BIG BRANDS
ARE FUELING INNOVATION

Are you still approaching innovation and
product development the old way?

You know: manually, costly, slowly. Companies that don’t
innovate the way they innovate are being outmaneuvered
by startups and disrupted by competing industries.
So, what are you doing to improve the innovation strategy
at your company? Are you keeping up with how others are
approaching innovation? When you’re aware of how other
companies are using patent and intellectual property
intelligence as part of their corporate strategy, then you
can open your own mind to the possibilities that exist
for your brand.

If you’re not paying attention, then younger, hungrier
startups will see the holes you’re leaving in the market
and fill them. IPVision has gathered some of the most
interesting patent and intellectual property news on
the wire right now. What these companies are doing to
fuel their innovation is interesting…and can serve as an
inspiration to you as you contemplate your next big move.
Ford Encouraging Innovation

The Ford Motor Company was granted a staggering 1,442 patents by
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in 2016 — and it’s not the first time
the American motor company has wowed with its strides in innovation.
Steven Brachman for IPWatchdog details some of the many
ways that Ford is encouraging evolutionary thinking and
leading the charge for impressive new technology. Some of
Ford’s recent innovations (which have been submitted for
patent approval) include a digitally-mapping drone to assist
autonomous cars, accessibility technology to help drivers
with mobility challenges, and a device that would recycle air
conditioning condensation into usable water.

This patent map gives a visual of Ford’s patents
regarding proximity sensors. Notice they cite Apple in
their top five prior art sources. Ford is quickly catching
up in automotive innovations, rivaling Tesla for filed
patents. The difference, at the moment, is that Ford is
profitable, while Tesla continues to lose money.
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Statistics -- Primary Current Assignee(s)
34 Apple Inc.
28 Ford Global
--------------------------------Total: 62 Items
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20140278194(-,2) Ford G
Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
PROXIMITY INTERFACE
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM H...

20140210257(-,4) Ford G
Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
PROXIMITY SWITCH
ASSEMBLY AND METHOD...

Statistics -- First Named Inventor
13 Buttolo, Pietro
12 Salter, Stuart C.
8 Westerman, Wayne Carl
3 Bernstein, Jeffrey Traer
3 Westerman, Wayne C.
2 Dassanayake, Mahendra Somasara
2 Filson, J. Benjamin
2 Fisher, Joseph
2 Land, Brian Richards
2 Pryor, Timothy R.
2 Rabu, Stanley
2 WESTERMAN WAYNE (SAN FRANCISCO, CA)
1 Costa Paul (Sunnyvale, CA)
1 Depew, John M.
1 Herz, Scott M.
1 Holenarsipur, Prashanth S. S.
1 Holub, Patrick Kevin
1 Hotelling, Steve
1 Hotelling, Steve P.
1 Hotelling, Steven Porter
1 Lyon, Benjamin
--------------------------------Total: 62 Items

9088282(13,5) Apple Inc.
Holenarsipur, Prashanth S. S
Proximity sensors with optical
and electrical sensing capabilit...

8514185(523,14) Apple I
Hotelling, Steve
Mutual capacitance touch
sensing device...

8816967(538,5) Apple In
Lyon, Benjamin; Fisher, Jos
Capacitive sensor having
electrodes arranged on the s...

8736577(36,6) Apple Inc.
Land, Brian Richards; Weste
Storing baseline information in
EEPROM...

8743060(524,3) Apple In
Hotelling, Steven Porter
Mutual capacitance touch
sensing device...

9354751(546,0) Apple In
Fisher, Joseph; Kocalar, Ert
Input device with optimized
capacitive sensing...

20100289759

20150229305(-,9) CA: Fo
Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
PROXIMITY SWITCH
ASSEMBY WITH SIGNAL DR...

20150180471(-,11) CA: F
Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
PROXIMITY SWITCH HAVING
WRONG TOUCH ADAPTIVE...

8482535(207,10) Apple I
Pryor, Timothy R.
Programmable tactile touch
screen displays and man-ma...

20090273563

Statistics -- Primary Main Classes
28 345 Computer graphics processing and selective visual displ...
23 unspecified
3 307 Electrical transmission or interconnection systems
3 455 Telecommunications
1 200 Electricity: circuit makers and breakers
1 324 Electricity: measuring and testing
1 340 Communications: electrical
1 702 Data processing: measuring, calibrating, or testing
1 715 Data processing: presentation processing of document, o...
--------------------------------Total: 62 Items

9531379(586,0) Ford Gl
Dassanayake, Mahendra So
Proximity switch assembly
having groove between adjac...

9568527(580,0) Ford Gl
Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
Proximity switch assembly and
activation method having virtu...

8314775(429,56) Apple I
Westerman, Wayne Carl; Eli
Multi-touch touch surface

20060238518
7619618(227,70) Apple I

9559688(585,0) Ford Gl

Westerman, Wayne Carl; Eli
Identifying contacts on a touch
surface...

20060238521

Salter, Stuart C.; Dassanaya
Proximity switch assembly
having pliable surface and dep...

7920131(238,86) Apple I

9520875(584,0) Ford Gl

Westerman, Wayne Carl
Keystroke tactility arrangement
on a smooth touch surface...

Dassanayake, Mahendra So
Pliable proximity switch
assembly and activation meth...

7978181(223,88) Apple I

9548733(593,0) Ford Gl

Westerman, Wayne Carl
Keystroke tactility arrangement
on a smooth touch surface...

20070247429

Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
Proximity sensor assembly
having interleaved electrode c...

8026904(27,84) Apple In

9447613(539,0) Ford Gl

Westerman, Wayne Carl
Periodic sensor panel baseline
adjustment...

Salter, Stuart C.; Lee, Yun S
Proximity switch based door
latch release...

7782307(269,58) Apple I

9219472(502,0) Ford Gl

Westerman, Wayne Carl; Eli
Maintaining activity after
contact liftoff or touchdown...

Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
Proximity switch assembly and
activation method using rate...

7653883(336,357) Apple

9337832(507,0) Ford Gl

Hotelling, Steve P.; Kerr, Du
Proximity detector in handheld
device...

Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
Proximity switch and method of
adjusting sensitivity therefor...

8054296(29,36) Apple In
Land, Brian Richards; Weste
Storing baseline information in
EEPROM...

9287864(508,0) Ford Gl
Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
Proximity switch assembly and
calibration method therefor...

20130270896(-,23) Ford
Buttolo Pietro (Dearborn He
PROXIMITY SWITCH
ASSEMBLY AND ACTIVATI...

6215476(10,72) CA: App
Depew, John M.; Northway,
Flat panel display with integrat
ed electromagnetic pen digitize...

20100007613(-,69) CA: A

8933708(438,14) Ford G

Costa Paul (Sunnyvale, CA)
Transitioning Between Modes
of Input...

Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
Proximity switch assembly and
activation method with explorat...

7777732(22,46) Apple In

9184745(498,0) Ford Gl

Herz, Scott M.; Yepez, Rober
Multi-event input system

Salter, Stuart C.; Buttolo, Pi
Proximity switch assembly and
method of sensing user input...

20140002405(-,22) Ford
Salter, Stuart C.; Buttolo, Pi
PROXIMITY SWITCH
ASSEMBLY HAVING VARYI...

7643010(19,29) Apple In

9197206(495,0) Ford Gl

Westerman, Wayne C.; Hotel
Peripheral pixel noise reduction

Salter, Stuart C.; Buttolo, Pi
Proximity switch having
differential contact surface...

7876310(116,30) Apple I

9311204(509,0) Ford Gl

Westerman, Wayne C.; Hotel
Far-field input identification

Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
Proximity interface developme
nt system having replicator and...

8796575(423,4) Ford Gl
Salter, Stuart C.; Lee, Yun
Proximity switch assembly
having ground layer...

8054300(21,41) Apple In
Bernstein, Jeffrey Traer
Capacitive sensor panel having
dynamically reconfigurable se...

9136840(494,1) Ford Gl
Salter, Stuart C.; Gardner, C
Proximity switch assembly
having dynamic tuned thresho...

8682399(16,1) Apple Inc.
Rabu, Stanley
Detecting docking status of a
portable device using motion...

20110141006

8922340(443,1) Ford Gl
Salter, Stuart C.; Lee, Yun S
Proximity switch based door
latch release...

8981602(439,1) Ford Gl
Salter, Stuart C.; Buttolo, Pi
Proximity switch assembly
having non-switch contact and...

8948824(14,0) Apple Inc.
Filson, J. Benjamin; Moolsin
Electronic devices with clips

20110034219
8269727(217,4) Apple In
Westerman, Wayne C.
Irregular input identification

20080158146

9323398(96,1) Apple Inc.
Bernstein, Jeffrey Traer; A
Touch and hover sensing

20110007021

9539939(93,0) Ford Glo
Salter, Stuart C.; Gardner, C
Photoluminescent logo for
vehicle trim and fabric...

9463739(85,0) Ford Glo
Salter, Stuart C.; Gardner, C
Sun visor with photoluminesce
9065447(463,58) Ford nt
G structure
Buttolo, Pietro; Salter, Stuar
Proximity switch assembly and
9492575(84,0) Ford Glo
method having adaptive time...
Holub, Patrick Kevin; Van W
Color changing and disinfecting
surfaces...

9495040(89,0) Ford Glo
Salter, Stuart C.; Surman, J
Selectively visible user
interface...
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Artificial Intelligence High
on Lists of Acquisition Targets

Artificial Intelligence and big data are becoming the bedrock
of many industries’ (and companies’) innovation strategies.
So, which industries are the most passionate about acquiring
and utilizing AI in their technology and business plans?
In this deep dive into the state of Artificial Intelligence,
CB Insights examines just how passionate top companies
are about acquiring AI companies, building on the newest
technologies and surpassing their competitors when it
comes to innovation. You’ll also see reports on funding,

AI enthusiasm by industry and future predictions for the
state of AI. Despite these strides (and intense interest)
in AI, contributors say we’ve only seen about 5% of what
Artificial Intelligence is capable of.
Uber Seeks Intellectual Property
in Patent Purchasing Program

Uber has plans to begin an aggressive patent-purchasing
program this year, one which will make it much easier for
them acquire intellectual property from innovators.
Citing the excessively long time it takes for companies to
acquire IP from patent-holders (up to four years, in many
cases), Uber’s new program aims to trim the timeframe
down to just a few months. Uber’s Patent Transactions
Lead said that the program was designed to buoy the
company’s acquisitions and provide protection for the
company into the future. Patent acquisition will also
provide the company with much-needed legal protection
against claims of innovation theft.

White House Office of Innovation Faces Challenges

President Trump’s newest government entity — the White
House Office of Innovation — sounds wonderful on paper.
But is it a truly viable idea?
Joe Hadzima asserts that true innovation in an organization
as large as the federal government has been historically
difficult — and rarely successful. Because it’s a governmental
entity, the department can’t “acquire” innovative, smaller
companies like members of the private sector can. It must
also fight the often-conflicting legislatures that stand in
the way of easy innovation in the public sector. Add in the
bureaucratic reality of the government system, and you’ve
got a department that’s in for quite a few challenges in its
goal of spurring innovation.

Unique Use for
Patent Intelligence

Microsoft has announced
that it will provide uncapped
indemnification against
patent lawsuits for users
of its open-source Azure
services. The program,
known as IP Advantage,
is the first of its kind, and
aims to protect its open-source technology users from any
litigation costs associated with cloud-application creation.
IP Advantage is completely free for Azure users who spend
$1,000 a month or more with the on-demand computing
service. Because most of Azure’s users meet this threshold,
the program will benefit far more than a few elite customers.
Though intellectual-property lawsuits targeting open-source
technology users are rare, they are damaging. And for those
users who are particularly risk-averse, this new program will
be provide immense peace of mind.

Patent System Fails Patents?

Patents (if they serve their intended purpose) should spur
innovation and spark evolutionary thinking. They should
also provide inventors with confidence in sharing their
“secret sauce.” So why is the U.S. patent system viewed
with such contempt by many of today’s innovators and
technology enthusiasts?
Joe Hadzima points out a few key ways that the current
patent system fails its patents, their inventors and the
innovators who look to the system for inspiration. He also
introduces several much-needed improvements — each of
which aims to create a patent system that does more to
spark innovation and invention.

Does Your Innovation Strategy
Need an Upgrade?

Whether you’re on the verge
of making your next big move
to disrupt the market or you’re
just trying to determine what
your next big move should be,
IPVision can help. Our team
includes current and former MIT faculty members who
have been involved in patent analytics, IP consulting, and
innovation consulting for a combined total of over fifty years.
• We give you a rapid, cost-effective, evidence-based way
to look at patents in a business context.
• We help you move IP & patent analysis from being an
afterthought to the first thought
• We let you harness technology to unlock business insights
hidden in your intellectual property & patent portfolio
• We show you exactly what your known competitors are up
to, as well as those that are seeking to disrupt your business

Learn why we’re trusted by Fortune 100 companies,
multi-billion-dollar enterprises, and Silicon Valley startups to
help make data-driven innovation decisions. We’ll work with
you so you can build the future and own your market, starting
with a free strategy session.
Maybe soon you’ll be one of the innovation success stories
we share with others.

INNOVATION STRATEGY SUPPORT

“With IPVision’s Consulting 2.0 we quickly saw where innovation was happening in our industry

segment, what we were missing and where and how we needed to act to avoid being blindsided.
IPVision was able to analyze over 1,000 patents within two days, something we would never
have been able to do at anything close to the time and cost.”

-Fortune 100 Company (under NDA)

STRATEGY FORMATION & PROCESS

“We receive multiple offers to acquire patents each week. Before IPVision we had no consistent

clear process for handling these – we were swamped with work and we were struggling to
articulate a business strategy. IPVision helped us cut through the clutter, formulate a clear
strategy and execute a better process. The result is we are using the most comprehensive patent
scoring system on the market. It provides us with a quick way to prioritize patent reviews, saving
significant time and cost and establishing a consistent baseline for business decision making.”
-Fortune 100 Silicon Valley | Tech Company (under NDA)

